GO TRANSIT AIRPORT EMPLOYEE PILOT PROGRAM TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The following terms and conditions only apply to individuals participating in the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program, and are in addition to the PRESTO Terms and Conditions which can be accessed by visiting https://www.prestocard.ca/en/terms-and-conditions. By participating in the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program, you acknowledge that you have read, understood and agree to abide by and comply without limitation or qualification, to the following provisions. If you do not agree with any of these terms, please do not participate in the program.

GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program Eligibility

To qualify for the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program, it is a prerequisite that you be employed on Toronto Pearson Airport Grounds and possess a Toronto Pearson Restricted Area Identity Card (“RAIC”) or have an employee photo ID which clearly indicates “YYZ”, “Toronto Pearson” or “GTAA”.

Note that your RAIC or your employee photo identification card must be shown upon boarding GO Transit bus or rail service or at the request of GO Transit.

Fare Class and Features

By registering into the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program, you will have the ability to use a PRESTO card with the concession set to a 50% discount for trips that have an origin or destination of Toronto Pearson Airport or a designated airport location (which are Malton GO Station and Renforth Transitway) (the “Airport Pilot Program Fare”).

PRESTO cards issued through the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program cannot be sold or transferred to any other person or entity and may not be used for any trips that do not have an origin or destination of Toronto Pearson Airport or a designated airport location.

Note that PRESTO cards can be applied for at UP Express Service Counters at Toronto Pearson Airport in UP Express Terminal 1 and 3. Valid identification will be required when riding GO Transit bus and rail services. Please note PRESTO cards may be loaded with funds at any PRESTO Customer Service Outlet (https://www.prestocard.ca/en/find-an-outlet/customer-service-outlets) or online at https://www.prestocard.ca. Fares under the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program are subject to increase at any time (in accordance with GO Transit fare structure).

You acknowledge that GO Transit has the right to monitor your participation in the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program to ensure compliance with the Terms and Conditions.

GO Transit Airport Employee PRESTO Concession

The GO Transit Airport Employee PRESTO Concession is valid for discounted travel to and from Toronto Pearson Airport and other designated airport locations.

- For information about using and managing your PRESTO card please visit https://www.prestocard.ca/en/about/using-presto
- For information about taking local transit to GO Transit and receiving co-fares please visit https://www.gotransit.com/en/trip-planning/getting-to-go
- Use is restricted to airport employees with a valid RAIC or a valid employee photo identification card

Accounts

To participate in the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program, you will be required to register at the UP Express Service Counter at Toronto Pearson Airport in Terminal 1. Once registration is verified, you will have to create a My
PRESTO Account online at https://www.prestocard.ca/en/about/setting-up-your-card. Please note you may need to wait up to 24 hours before creating your My PRESTO Account online.

**Suspension or Termination**

Metrolinx may suspend or discontinue the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program at any time and for any reason.

Metrolinx may suspend or terminate your participation in the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program and your PRESTO card if at any time the following occurs:

1. If the card is used to make three (3) trips beyond the stated parameters listed under “Fare Class and Features”, the card holder will be charged the cost of the trip at full fare.
2. If the PRESTO card is used for more than five (5) GO Transit bus or rail trips that do not have Toronto Pearson Airport or another designated airport location as the origin or destination.
3. PRESTO card has not been registered within thirty (30) days of issue to the participant.
4. Misuse of PRESTO or GO Transit services in accordance with Metrolinx rules and by-laws, especially By-Law No.2 and the PRESTO card Terms & Conditions.

**Electronic Communications**

By creating a My PRESTO account, you consent to receive communications about your participation in the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program from Metrolinx electronically. We will communicate with you primarily by email. You agree that all agreements, notices, disclosures, and other communications that we provide to you electronically satisfy any legal requirement that such communications be in writing.

**Privacy**

You agree that the information provided in your PRESTO card application and any data PRESTO receives as a result of the use of your PRESTO card and the PRESTO Service may be collected, used and disclosed in compliance with the PRESTO Privacy Policy.

The PRESTO Privacy Policy can be accessed by visiting the PRESTO website at www.prestocard.ca (the “PRESTO website”). By providing an email address or phone number, you hereby expressly authorize PRESTO to contact you from time to time by email or phone, for the purpose of managing your My PRESTO Account and providing you with services related to your PRESTO card, including confirmation of reloads and verification of accounts.

You acknowledge that your PRESTO account may be subject to a monthly audit in order to ensure compliance with the GO Transit Airport Employee Pilot Program. Your personal information and PRESTO card number may be used to ensure trips have an origin or destination of Toronto Pearson Airport or a designated airport location.